Official Notice

官方通知书

Date/日期: 25/05/2019

To
From

: All members of GCG ASIA
: GCG ASIA

Subject

: Notice – Fake GCG ASIA Websites

Dear members,
The company recently noticed that there are saboteurs using similar defamatory tactics as per
previously by creating fake platform and website under the guise of our brand name GCG ASIA. These
fake websites includes the latest
【gcgasiaglobal.com，gcgasiaindonesia.890m.com，gcgjf.com，gcg2019.com】
& also
【gcgasiaindo.com，gcgasiamy.com，gcgasiasg.com，gcgasiajp.com，gcgasiahk.com，
gcgasiacn.comgcgasiakh.comgcgasiatw.com】
These websites may have been set up by malicious parties to slander and frame GCG ASIA in an
attempt to cause suspicion and panic in the market and subsequently profit from it. We would once
again remind all members of GCG ASIA to NOT trust or participate in these malicious platforms and
trust any news reports/updates published in those site.

Warm Reminder: If members were to hear/see any news about GCG ASIA in the market, please do
not forward it before verifying its validity. Do contact your leader or our customer service department to
investigate and clarify these news. GCG ASIA would like to remind and clarify to all members that our
official website is【www.guardiancapitalag.asia】and that all other links/websites on the market that
are similar to GCG ASIA are not related to the company. Members are reminded again to pay attention
to the above matters to avoid unnecessary losses.

Reminder: The website【www.gcgasiacoin.com】, which was used to frame GCG ASIA previously is
not related in any manner with GCG ASIA. We only focus on the foreign exchange and is not involved
in any cryptocurrency/coins.

In regards to this incident, we have submitted the case to the company's legal department. GCG ASIA
will take all necessary legal measures to protect our wellbeing. Members are reminded again to not
forward any false news/information for their own safety.

Thank you for your cooperation!
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